The system (1.1) possesses the same structure as the Cauchy-Riemann equations Ux = Vy (1.3) Uy ~~ V x connecting the real and the imaginary parts of an analytic function of x-\-iy. This similarity suggests an integration theory similar in pattern to that of the complex function theory. The fundamentals of such theory are presented in this paper. (A more elaborate mathematical treatment, containing all proofs, will be published elsewhere). The theory will be illustrated by some physical examples. In treating these examples our aim is not to obtain new results in mechanics but rather to present known facts from a simpler and more unified point of view.
In what follows we suppose that the coefficients n (i = 1, 2) are positive analytic functions of the real variable y. Then the equations (1.2) are of * Received Feb. 16, 1943 . This paper was written while the authors participated in the Program of Advanced Instruction and Research in Mechanics at Brown University, Summer 1942; it was presented to the American Mathematical Society on October 31, 1942 under the title, On solutions of the differential equations of gasdynamics. The authors are indebted to Professor W. Prager for his suggestions, criticism and constant encouragement. elliptic type with analytic coefficients. Therefore u and v will be analytic functions of the real variables x and y.
2. 2-monogenic functions. If u and v are two conjugate harmonic functions, (i.e. solutions of (1.3)), then f = u-\-iv is an analytic function of the complex variable z=x-\-iy. From u and v we can obtain two other pairs of conjugate harmonic functions, U, V and u', v', by setting U+iV = f fdz, u' + iv' = f'(z) = This procedure can be extended to equations (1.1). Let u and nbea pair of solutions of (1.1). We define the functions /" rz u udx -nvdy, V = I vdx-1 dy (2.1)
In (2.1) the integration is extended from an arbitrary fixed point Xa+iyo = Zo to a variable point x-\-iy -z. By virtue of (1.1) these line integrals do not depend upon the path, but only upon the points z, z0.
We have TjVxyi  My  l^xyy  Vx  1  Vy  V xy  T 2 Thus U, V and u, v are solutions of (1.1).
It is convenient to consider f = u iv as a, function of the complex variable z=x+iy. If u and v satisfy (1.1) we shall call / a 2-monogenic function, 2 denoting the matrix of the coefficients of (1.1); i.e.,
= i
Ti (y) l Ti(y) [Vol. I, No. 2 We have shown that F = U+iV and f = us + ivs (2.3)
are also S-monogenic functions. We call them the ^-integral and the S-derivative of / respectively, and write c dzf
The definition of higher S-derivatives is obvious. We write
A comparison of the formulae (2.1)-(2.4) shows that S-integration and S-differentiation are inverse processes. By applying S-integration to constants we can obtain an unlimited number of particular solutions of (1.1). The function /= 1 is S-monogenic, for u = 1, v = 0 is a solution of (1.1). Therefore It is not difficult to find a general formula for Z(n)(z).1 We set Z(0) = l and define /'». dy ry -, F(2'(y) = 2 I TtYW{y)dy,
.. n ^ '
1 Note that the superscript (n) does not denote differentiation. For the gas-dynamical equations written in the form (1.1), where n = 1, particular solutions corresponding to the formal powers Z(n) have been obtained independently of us by Professor S. Bergman (see footnote 14), and for the imaginary parts by Dr. A. Vaszonyi.
By repeated
2-integration of the function f = i, we obtain another set of 2-monogenic functions, which we denote by We have where Finally, for any complex constant a =a+t/3 we set
From the "formal powers" (2.9) we can construct new particular solutions. Obviously a "formal polynomial" of the rath degree
is a 2-monogenic function; i.e., its real and imaginary parts satisfy (1.1). It can be shown that there always exists a formal polynomial of the rath degree which takes prescribed values Ai, A2, • • • , An+1 at ra-f-1 prescribed points Zi, , Zn+i» A "formal power series"
represents a 2-monogenic function provided the series converges uniformly and absolutely for sufficiently small values of | z|. It can be shown that any function which is 2-monogenic around the origin can be represented in the form (2.11). The coefficients are given by a "Taylor formula":
(2.12)
If in defining the formal powers we would extend the integration not from 0 to z but from another fixed point z0, we would obtain another set of particular solutions, which we denote by a-Z(n)(z). However, 2" =2, so that the 2'-integral of F and the 2'-derivative of are 2-monogenic.
It is clear in which way we must change the definition of the formal powers. We set Z<!> = J 1 dS'Z, Z<2> = 2 JZwdz'Z where Z*1' = J ld2z, Z<3> = 3 JZmdz>z where Z<2> = 2 JZd'^z, and similarly for i Z(n).
Remark. If in (1.1) t\ and r2 are of opposite sign, the equations (1.2) are of hyperbolic type. The definition of S-monogenic functions, S-integrals and derivatives, formal powers and formal power series remains the same. However, it is not true that u and v are necessarily analytic functions of x and y. Neither is it true that all S-monogenic functions can be represented in the form (2.13).
The integrals defining Z(n) and i ■ Z(n) must not necessarily converge when ti or T2 vanishes at Zo or at z. If they do converge, they represent S-monogenic functions.
In this way it is possible to obtain particular solutions of partial differential equations which are of elliptic type in one part of the plane and of hyperbolic in another. and say that / corresponds to <p at the origin.2 It can be shown that series (3.2) converges in some neighborhood of the origin. If (3.1) converges everywhere, so does (3.2). If (at the origin) the S-monogenic functions / and g correspond to <p and i/', then f+g corresponds to (p+\p, /[n] to <p(n>, and af to a<p, a being a real constant.
The concept of corresponding functions may be of use in discussing physical problems. Assume that some physical phenomenon is described by equations of the form (1.1). Often a simplifying assumption (for instance: the assumption of incompressibility) leads to Cauchy-Riemann equations. Suppose we possess an interesting or typical solution of the simplified problem. It will be given by an analytic function f = tp{z). We may expect that the solution of the original more complicated problem given by f = f(z), / corresponding to <p, will be of the same general character.
' Thus the formal powers "correspond" to ordinary powers. [Vol. I, No. 2 We define the 2-monogenic exponential and trigonometric functions (depending upon a real parameter a)
as the functions which (at the origin) correspond to the analytic functions e"sin az, cos az, iei sin az, i cos az.
We have, for instance, i-C(a, z) = sin axsh*(a, y) + i cos ax ch*(a, y), where the functions s*, c*, sh* and ch* are defined in the same way as in (3.5), F(n) being replaced by F*(n\ The right hand sides of (3.4) and (3.7) have the form <J>x(x)15ri(y)
+i$2(a;)'5r2(y).
Thus we see that the real and the imaginary parts of the 2-monogenic exponential and trigonometric functions coincide with the functions which we would obtain by solving equations (1.2) by the method of the separation of variables. Therefore the functions (3.3) can be used in solving certain boundary value problems.
The functions E, • • ■ , i -C possess many properties analogous to those of ordinary exponential and trigonometric functions. For instance, the 2-differential equations E" = aE, Sy = aC, C = -aS.
( 3.8) hold.
In the same way we could define correspondence at an arbitrary point z0 and discuss the functions E(a, z), S(a, z), • ■ ■ , which at s0 correspond to the *0 Zo analytic functions ea(z~*o), sin a(z-zo), ■ ■ ■ ■ In some special cases the formal powers and the functions E, S, C, can be expressed in a closed form by means of known functions. Such a case will be discussed in the next section.
4. The case Ti = ti = y~v. In this section we shall consider the special case 2 = (4.1) Along the real axis ti =t2 vanishes (except in the trivial case p = 0). However the integrals defining F(n) exist, and therefore so do the functions Z(n), E, C, S. The integrals defining F*(n) converge only if £<1. In this case only can we define the functions i-ZM, i -E, i -C, and i-S.
From (2.5) we obtain by a simple calculation
so that, by (4.3) and (2.6),
Simpler expressions for Z(n) will be found later. 2<T(q + l)r(/> + n) ImZ'»' = Re Z<n+1), n + 1 dy Of course, this method works not only in the case (4.1) but also when ti and 7*2 are of the form xkyl(x2-\-y2)m.
5. Potential flow of an incompressible fluid with rotational symmetry. In this and the following sections we shall briefly consider some mechanical examples leading to equations of the form (1.1).
Perhaps the simplest example is that of a rotationally symmetric potential flow of an incompressible perfect fluid.7 We introduce cylindrical co-ordinates p, 0, z, p = 0 being the axis of symmetry.
Let qi, q2, q3 be the components of the velocity vector q in the direction of increasing p, d, z. Then $2 = 0 and dqi/dd = 0, dq3/dd = 0. Using the well known formulae for div q and curl q we may write the continuity equation in the form
The condition of irrotationality takes the form dq i dq3 curl q | -dz dp = 0. In the case of a two-dimensional flow (Cauchy-Riemann equations) Z*] was the complex potential of a source and i■ Z*1' that of a vortex [cf. (4.16)] . Similarly, in our case, (5.5) is recognized as the complex potential of a sink. (5.6) is the potential of a flow for which the streamlines are circles around the origin. The line y = 0 is a singular line; it is covered by continuously distributed sources and sinks.
Other particular solutions can be obtained by forming higher 2*-monogenic powers and by iterated 2-integration of (5.5) and (5.6).
2-differentiating (5.5) we obtain (exactly as in the case of a plane flow) the complex potential of a doublet. In fact this 2-derivative equals cos <p _ sinV
Repeated 2-differentiation leads to doublets of higher order. It is easily seen that the 2-monogenic functions obtained in this way coincide with the formal negative power defined in section 4. In our case, (p = 1), these powers have the form Z(-") = r-n-1Pn.(cos <p) -iy?r~n~2Pn (cos <p).
2-differentiation of does not lead to new particular solutions, since the 2-derivative of (5.6) coincides with (5.5) (but for an additive constant). Finally we note the form of the 2-monogenic exponential and trigonometric functions. From (4.2) and (4.6)-(4.8) we obtain, setting p = 1, E(a, z) = eax{ Jaiay) -f-iyJi(ay) } S(a, z) = sin axJo(iay) -f-y cos axj\(iay) (5.7)
C(a, z) = cos axJo(iay) -y sin axJi(iay).
6. Torsion of elastic bodies of revolution.8 We consider an elastic body of revolution and introduce cylindrical coordinates p, 0, z, p = 0 being the axis of symmetry.
The physical components of the stress tensor (in the above coordinates)
shall be denoted by cr,-*, those of the displacement vector by Ui, i, k -1, 2, 3. Because of the symmetry these quantities do not depend upon 6. Furthermore, we assume that
Then all o\-fc vanish except (Tu and 023. The condition of equilibrium takes the form dan da 23 2au . .
-1 1 =0 (6.2) dp dz p whereas the stress-strain connection is given by a 12
d / u2\ dui = G -(-I, <r23 = G (6.3) dp \ p / dz .2)]. The particular solutions of (6.5) have been discussed in the preceeding section.
Let our body be a cylinder subjected to a deformation of the kind considered above. If the displacements on the boundary are given, the displacements in the interior can be found by integrating (6.4) under the boundary condition: i = x(z), for p = ± po, po being a constant and x a given function. Plainly, this boundary value problem can be solved by representing x by a Fourier series (or by a Fourier integral) and by using the particular solutions (5.7). Similarly the solutions (5.7) can be used if the boundary values are prescribed on the lines z = const. In this case developments in series of Bessel functions should be used. The discussion of convergence will be found in the quoted paper of A. Timpe. Equation (6.2) can also be written in the form dz dp
On the other hand, writing GU2 u = , p we obtain from (6.3) du du C12 -p -> o"23 = p-(6.7) dp dz
Comparing (6.6) and (6.7) we get This condition expresses the fact that the surface of revolution is free of stresses.
In order to maintain our previous notations we shall write x, y instead of z, p. Then (6.8) The imaginary parts of (6.11) are the known polynomial solutions of (6.10).9 Next we form the 2-monogenic exponential and trigonometric functions.
From ( (6.12) describes the torsion of a cone with the vertex at the origin. (6.13) represents the torsion of a sphere around the origin, the torque being transmitted through a singular line along a diameter.
2-differentiating (6.12) we get ds (i) cos u> sinV -ZV = ---i--■ (6.14) a doublet. Combining "flows" of the form (6.12) and (6.14) Arndt solved the torsion problem for a number of bodies with holes. Repeated 2-differentiation of (6.14) leads to doublets of higher order. These complex potentials are equivalent to the Z(-B)'s defined in section 4.
7. Two dimensional potential gas flow. Let p and p represent the pressure and density of a perfect compressible fluid.12 If heat conduction is neglected the above quantities are connected by the relation P = (po/po)py, where y is the ratio of the specific heat for constant pressure to the specific heat for constant volume, the subscript zero referring to the fluid at rest. Introducing the local velocity of sound, a, given by dp p o a2 = -= y -p7_1, In what follows we write x, y instead of 6, t. (x, y are not, as they were before, the coordinates in the physical plane). Then 14 A. Chaplygin, On gas jets, Scientific Annals of the Moscow University, Section for Math, and Phys. 21, 1-121 (1904) (Russian). Cf. Th. von Karman, Compressibility effects in aerodynamics, Journ. Aeronaut. Sc. 8, 337-356 (1941 The formal powers a-ZZaM cannot be defined for Im z0 = 0. For 0 < y < 1/(2™ + 1), (7.5) i.e. for subsonic flow, we have the elliptic case, r,->0, i = 1, 2. We postpone a systematic discussion of the application of our method to this case and shall show only how an important set of particular solutions (due to Chaplygin) can be represented in terms of our functions.
The second order equation for ^ takes the form 1 -(2m + l)y d . . Mech. 20, 185-198 (1940) . The method by which Chaplygin solved the jet problem and Ringleb computed the complex potentials of a compressible doublet is actually identical with the use of the "correspondence" discussed in section 3.
Let jo be a fixed real number, satisfying (7.5). Then h{iyo) = a A, h\iy o) = ia2B (7.8) where A = -2yo(l -yo)myo l[aFa{yo) + yoFJl (>)] a (7.9) B = -yoFa(y0).
It is seen easily that the solution of (7.7) with the initial conditions (7.9) is A C (a, z) + Bi S (a, z). In a similar way we obtain X = -Im[^4 C (a, z) + Bi S (a, z)].
• I/O It is interesting to note that if a is a positive integer, H = <p+i\p and G=u-\-i\ are regular at the origin and that all their S-derivatives vanish at this point.
